THE  TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
social; the hour when the disciples of Renan and Taine, both
a little weary of toying with ideas and very much afraid of
brutal facts, suddenly woke up one morning reconciled and
fixed in their minds, monarchists and conservatives."
We have already seen that integral nationalists can only
claim descent from Taine by isolating certain features of
his system and ultimately landing themselves in a series of
hopeless contradictions concerning the nature of political
knowledge, perpetually oscillating between reliance on reason
and the denial of reason according to the necessities of their
case. The same is true of their filiation with Renan, whom
they never knew whether to extol or exonerate.1 But it will be
obvious to the most cursory observer that, whatever they owe
to Taine and Renan, they owe a yet larger debt, which they
have no wish to repudiate, first to Maistre and Bonald, then to
Auguste Comte, the two former supplying the notion qf trans-
cendental authority, the latter providing, from a study of nature,
the rejection of natural individual rights. It is easy to see how
Comtist in its origin is the use of the Church by non-believers
in her dogmas, enthusiasm for the Jesuits and hostility to
modernists and Protestants, coupled with utter indifference to
religious or moral issues, so that neo-positivism is no less
accurate a description for them than neo-traditionalism.2
1	See on this point the chapter on Taine and Renan in Dinner's Les Matures
de la Centre-revolution; cf. on Renan, Father Descoqs's A travers PCEuvre
de Charles Maurras, p. 246: " Cette honteuse d£froque qui d'ailleurs fort
heureusement est aujourd'hui en passe de se voir jetde au bourbier pour
toujours." M, Benda (Op. cit^ pp. 282-285) denies the right of integral
nationalists to call upon Taine as their father in the faith; Taine would have
denounced their particularism, their exaltation of the sword above the pen,
of prejudice above reason. All M. Benda allows them to have borrowed from
Taine is his anti-individualism and his plea for a practical as opposed to an
idealist education.
2	See Laberthonniere's Catholidsme et Positivisme, and Montesquiou's essay
on Comte, of whom Maurras wrote: " II a rouvert pour nous . . . de hautes
sources  de sagesse, de fierte', d'enthousiasme. Quelques uns d'entre nous
£taient une anarchic vivante. II leur a rendu Tordre, ou, ce qui ^quivaut,
I'esp&rance de Tordre " (Romantisme et Revolution) p. 127). Note, however,
how Durckheim and his school claim to found on the same positivist bases
a sociological system which is the negation of Maurrasism, except in its
dogmatism (see infra).
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